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ABSTRACT
Context. Through spectrally unresolved observations of high-J CO transitions, Herschel Photodetector Array Camera and Spectrometer (PACS)
has revealed large reservoirs of warm (300 K) and hot (700 K) molecular gas around low-mass protostars. The excitation and physical origin of
this gas is still not understood.
Aims. We aim to shed light on the excitation and origin of the CO ladder observed toward protostars, and on the water abundance in different
physical components within protostellar systems using spectrally resolved Herschel-HIFI data.
Methods. Observations are presented of the highly excited CO line J = 16–15 (Eup/kB = 750 K) with the Herschel Heterodyne Instrument for
the Far Infrared (HIFI) toward a sample of 24 low-mass protostellar objects. The sources were selected from the Herschel “Water in Star-forming
regions with Herschel” (WISH) and “Dust, Ice, and Gas in Time” (DIGIT) key programs.
Results. The spectrally resolved line profiles typically show two distinct velocity components: a broad Gaussian component with an average
FWHM of 20 km s−1 containing the bulk of the flux, and a narrower Gaussian component with a FWHM of 5 km s−1 that is often offset
from the source velocity. Some sources show other velocity components such as extremely-high-velocity features or “bullets”. All these velocity
components were first detected in H2O line profiles. The average rotational temperature over the entire profile, as measured from comparison
between CO J = 16–15 and 10–9 emission, is ∼300 K. A radiative-transfer analysis shows that the average H2O/CO column-density ratio is
∼0.02, suggesting a total H2O abundance of ∼2 × 10−6, independent of velocity.
Conclusions. Two distinct velocity profiles observed in the HIFI line profiles suggest that the high-J CO ladder observed with PACS consists
of two excitation components. The warm PACS component (300 K) is associated with the broad HIFI component, and the hot PACS component
(700 K) is associated with the offset HIFI component. The former originates in either outflow cavity shocks or the disk wind, and the latter in
irradiated shocks. The low water abundance can be explained by photodissociation. The ubiquity of the warm and hot CO components suggest
that fundamental mechanisms govern the excitation of these components; we hypothesize that the warm component arises when H2 stops being
the dominant coolant. In this scenario, the hot component arises in cooling molecular H2-poor gas just prior to the onset of H2 formation. High
spectral resolution observations of highly excited CO transitions uniquely shed light on the origin of warm and hot gas in low-mass protostellar
objects.
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1. Introduction
It was a surprise when the Herschel Photodetector Array Cam-
era and Spectrometer (PACS) revealed that low- and high-mass
embedded protostars host a reservoir of warm and hot ma-
terial with temperatures &300 K, as seen in observations of
highly excited CO emission (Jup > 14; Karska et al. 2013, 2014,
and in prep.; Manoj et al. 2013, 2016; Green et al. 2013, 2016;
Matuszak et al. 2015). The origin of this warm/hot gas is still not
known partly because of uncertainty over the excitation condi-
tions of CO (density and temperature) and because the physical
processes at play on small scales (<500 AU) in low-mass proto-
stars are still not completely understood. Few direct observations
of this warm material exist because the ubiquitous tracer, H2, is
not directly observable toward the deeply embedded low-mass
? Herschel is an ESA space observatory with science instruments pro-
vided by European-led Principal Investigator consortia and with impor-
tant participation from NASA.
protostars, due to the high extinction (e.g., Maret et al. 2009) of-
ten exceeding an AV of 100–1000.
Herschel-PACS observations of the CO ladder of low-mass
protostars ranging from J = 14–13 to 49–48 (Eup/kB = 500–
6500 K) typically show two rotational temperature components:
a warm component with a rotational temperature, Trot, of ∼300 K
and a hot component with Trot ∼ 600–800 K (Manoj et al. 2013;
Karska et al. 2013; Green et al. 2013). For sources with par-
ticularly bright CO emission, a third very hot component is
sometimes seen with Trot > 1000 K (Manoj et al. 2013), al-
though not always (Herczeg et al. 2012; Goicoechea et al. 2012).
Clearly any successful interpretation must account for both the
excitation conditions, and the universality of these components.
Determining the physical origin of the CO excitation is an ob-
vious goal, and several groups have undertaken different ap-
proaches. These approaches fall into several categories: (i) the
entire CO ladder is reproduced by a single set of excitation con-
ditions (H2 density, CO column density, and temperature), where
the excitation is subthermal (Neufeld 2012; Manoj et al. 2013);
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Table 1. Characteristics of distinct kinematical and excitation components seen in high-J CO emission.
Instrument Componenta Characteristicsb Possible originc References
HIFI Broad FWHM & 10–15 km s−1 Outflow cavity shocks 1, 2, 3
3 ∼ 3source MHD disk wind 4, 5
Offset FWHM ∼ 5–40 km s−1 Spot shock (irradiated) 1, 2, 3, 6, 7
|3 − 3source| > 1 km s−1 EHV bullets 2, 3
PACS Warm Trot ∼ 300 K UV-heated outflow cavity walls 8, 9, 10
14 < Jup < 24 Warm shock 11, 12, 13
Hot Trot ∼ 600–800 K C-type shock (irradiated) 8, 9, 14
24 < Jup < 39 Single shock connecting with warm component 15, 16, 17
Notes. (a) These components will henceforth be referred to as the broad, offset, warm, and hot components. (b) Defining observed characteristics;
defining observed characteristics are from Mottram et al. (2014) for the HIFI components, and Karska et al. (2013) for the PACS components.
(c) Physical origin as proposed in the cited references.
References. (1) Kristensen et al. (2010); (2) Kristensen et al. (2012); (3) Mottram et al. (2014); (4) Panoglou et al. (2012); (5) Yvart et al. (2016);
(6) Kristensen et al. (2013); (7) Benz et al. (2016); (8) van Kempen et al. (2010); (9) Visser et al. (2012); (10) Lee et al. (2014); (11) Herczeg et al.
(2012); (12) Goicoechea et al. (2012); (13) Karska et al. (2013); (14) Karska et al. (2014); (15) Neufeld (2012); (16) Manoj et al. (2013);
(17) Green et al. (2013).
(ii) the two temperature components are interpreted as two phys-
ically distinct components with different excitation conditions
(Karska et al. 2013; Green et al. 2013); (iii) the entire CO lad-
der is reproduced by a range of temperatures, where the column
density of each temperature layer follows a power-law (Neufeld
2012); or (iv) the CO ladder is modeled with a detailed physical
model of the entire system (van Kempen et al. 2010; Visser et al.
2012; Lee et al. 2014). The number of possible solutions demon-
strates that the integrated intensities of the CO ladder alone do
not provide enough discriminating power to identify the origin
of the warm and hot gas.
A complementary warm gas tracer in protostellar systems
is H2O (e.g., van Dishoeck et al. 2014, and references therein).
Kristensen et al. (2013) and Mottram et al. (2014) recently dis-
cussed the excitation and origin of H2O emission, based on
velocity-resolved H2O profiles. The H2O line profiles predom-
inantly consist of distinct spectrally resolved components: a
broad, FWHM > 20 km s−1 component centered on the source
velocity, and one or more narrower components, FWHM ∼5–
10 km s−1, offset from the source velocity by >5 km s−1 (see
Table 1 for component definitions used in this paper).
Kristensen et al. (2013) and Mottram et al. (2014) proposed
a scenario for interpreting the H2O profile components in which
the protostellar wind is neutral and atomic (Lizano et al. 1988;
Giovanardi et al. 1992; Choi et al. 1993; Lizano & Giovanardi
1995), and it drives the large-scale entrained, cold (.100 K) out-
flow gas seen in low-J CO (J ≤ 6–5) emission. Where the wind
is currently entraining envelope material, the conditions are con-
ducive to efficient water formation in the gas-phase (Bergin et al.
1998), as the temperature exceeds 300 K. This shear layer or
mixing layer carries the same characteristics as found in shock
waves, i.e., the gas is heated collisionally, the density is high,
and the gas is accelerated, giving rise to the broad outflow-
like component. For these reasons, this layer was named “out-
flow cavity shocks” by Mottram et al. (2014). Where the wide-
angle low-velocity wind directly impacts the envelope or cavity
walls, discrete shocks appear as velocity-offset components in
H2O and high-J CO line profiles, typically blue-shifted by ∼5–
10 km s−1. These are labeled spot shocks (Mottram et al. 2014)
and appear with both distinct kinematical and chemical signa-
tures (see above, Kristensen et al. 2013, 2016). In this picture,
the warm (300 K) and hot (700 K) CO gas observed with PACS
have two different physical origins, the outflow cavity shocks
and spot shocks, respectively.
An alternative to this scenario is that the water emission di-
rectly traces the disk wind (Panoglou et al. 2012; Yvart et al.
2016). In this scenario, the dusty wind is gently accelerated
over 10-AU scales, and this gentle acceleration does not lead
to collisional dissociation of molecules in the wind. Further-
more, the wind is dense enough to shield molecules within the
wind from the dissociating UV radiation from the accreting pro-
tostar during the most embedded stages of star formation, the
so-called Class 0 stage (André et al. 1990). At later evolutionary
stages, the density in the wind decreases and UV photons from
the accreting protostar start to dissociate more and more wind
material, thus changing the chemical make-up of this material
(Nisini et al. 2015). In this scenario, the bulk of observed emis-
sion is associated with the wind.
Water suffers from the drawback that its abundance is diffi-
cult to measure because the denominator of the N(H2O)/N(H2)
ratio is uncertain; H2 is not detected toward the protostellar po-
sition. Instead, CO is often used as a proxy for H2. Previous
attempts at measuring the abundance with respect to low-J
CO have provided values in the range of 10−8–10−4 with re-
spect to H2, when assuming a CO/H2 abundance of 10−4 (e.g.,
Franklin et al. 2008; Kristensen et al. 2012). Part of the rea-
son for this large spread is that low-J CO and H2O do not
trace the same gas, as is evident when their spatial distributions
are mapped out (Nisini et al. 2010; Tafalla et al. 2013). Instead,
CO 16–15 and H2O seem to trace the same gas (Santangelo et al.
2013), and thus CO 16–15 provides a better reference frame for
measuring the H2O abundance.
This paper addresses the physical origin of the warm and
hot CO emission observed with PACS through velocity-resolved
observations of CO 16–15 toward a sample of 24 low-mass em-
bedded protostars. In particular, the question of whether or not
the two rotational temperature components correspond to dif-
ferent physical components, as witnessed by different veloc-
ity components, will be addressed. The origin of the very hot
(Trot > 1000 K) emission is not addressed here, as its contribu-
tion to the CO 16–15 line profile is too small to distinguish ob-
servationally. Finally the H2O abundance as a function of veloc-
ity will be measured using CO 16–15 as a reference frame. The
mass, momentum, and energetics traced by CO 16–15 emission
will be measured and compared to that measured from lower-J
transitions in a subsequent paper.
The paper is organized as follows. The Herschel Heterodyne
Instrument for the Far Infrared (HIFI) observations are presented
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Table 2. Sample properties.
Source RA Dec Dist Lbol Menv CO 10–9 H2O 212–101 Extended COa Extended H2Oa
(h:m:s) (◦:′:′′) (pc) (L) (M) HIFI HIFI PACS PACS
L1448-MM 03:25:38.9 +30:44:05.4 235 9.0 3.9 x x
N1333-IRAS2A 03:28:55.6 +31:14:37.1 235 35.7 5.1 x x x
N1333-IRAS4A 03:29:10.5 +31:13:30.9 235 9.1 5.6 x x x x
N1333-IRAS4B 03:29:12.0 +31:13:08.1 235 4.4 3.0 x x x x
BHR71 12:01:36.3 −65:08:53.0 200 14.8 2.7 x – x x
IRAS 15398 15:43:01.3 −34:09:15.0 150 1.6 0.5 x – x x
VLA1623 16:26:26.4 −24:24:30.0 125 2.6 0.24b – – x x
L483 18:17:29.9 −04:39:39.5 200 10.2 4.4 x –
Ser-SMM1 18:29:49.6 +01:15:20.5 415 99.0 16.1 x x x
Ser-SMM4 18:29:56.6 +01:13:15.1 415 6.2 2.1 x x x
Ser-SMM3 18:29:59.2 +01:14:00.3 415 16.6 3.2 x – x x
B335 19:37:00.9 +07:34:09.6 103 3.3 1.2 x –
L1157 20:39:06.3 +68:02:15.8 325 4.7 1.5 x –
L1489 04:04:43.0 +26:18:57.0 140 3.8 0.2 x –
L1551-IRS5 04:31:34.1 +18:08:05.0 140 22.1 2.3 x –
TMR1 04:39:13.7 +25:53:21.0 140 3.8 0.2 x –
HH46 08:25:43.9 −51:00:36.0 450 27.9 4.4 x – x x
DK Cha 12:53:17.2 −77:07:10.6 178 35.4 0.8 x –
GSS30-IRS1 16:26:21.4 −24:23:04.0 125 13.9 0.1 x – x x
Elias29 16:27:09.4 −24:37:19.6 125 14.1 0.04 x –
Oph-IRS44 16:27:28.3 −24:39:33.0 125 0.5 0.11b – –
RCrA-IRS5A 19:01:48.0 −36:57:21.6 120 7.1 2.0 – – x x
RCrA-IRS7C 19:01:55.3 −36:57:17.0 120 9.1 . . . – – x x
RCrA-IRS7B 19:01:56.4 −36:57:28.3 120 8.4 2.2c – – x x
Notes. Coordinates, distances, luminosities, and envelope masses are either from Kristensen et al. (2012), Karska et al. (2013) or Green et al.
(2013). CO 10–9 emission is reported in Yıldız et al. (2013) and H2O 212–101 in Mottram et al. (2014); sources not observed in one of the two
transitions are marked with “–”. (a) Spatially extended or not beyond the central PACS spaxel, based on either CO 14–13 (Karska et al. 2013),
or CO 16–15 emission (Green et al. 2013), for the case of CO, or the H2O 212–101 transition at 179.5 µm for H2O. (b) From Enoch et al. (2009).
(c) From Lindberg & Jørgensen (2012).
in Sect. 2 along with a presentation of the source sample. The
results are presented in Sect. 3 and discussed in Sect. 4. Con-
cluding remarks are given in Sect. 5.
2. Observations
2.1. Source sample
The sources were chosen from the “Water in Star-forming re-
gions with Herschel” (WISH, van Dishoeck et al. 2011) and
“Dust, Ice, and Gas in Time” (DIGIT, Green et al. 2013)
samples of nearby embedded low-mass protostars. Herschel-
PACS measurements of the CO 16–15 intensity exist for all
sources (Green et al. 2013; Karska et al. 2013). Specifically, the
21 brightest sources in CO 16–15 were chosen, based on whether
the line profile would be detected and spectrally resolved with
HIFI in less than one hour of telescope time. Furthermore the
sample was augmented by WISH observations of two sources,
Ser SMM1 (Kristensen et al. 2013) and DK Cha, and observa-
tions of HH46 from a Guaranteed Time program (GT1_abenz_1;
PI: A.O. Benz). Thus, the total sample consists of 24 embedded
sources: 13 Class 0 and 11 Class I.
The sample characteristics are provided in Table 2. HIFI H2O
110–101 spectra at 557 GHz (Kristensen et al. 2012; Green et al.
2013) exist toward all sources. HIFI observations of CO 10–
9 exist toward most sources (19/24, Yıldız et al. 2013), and
of H2O 212–101 at 1670 GHz toward a smaller subset (6/24,
Mottram et al. 2014). This H2O line is the closest in frequency
to CO 16–15 and is therefore observed in a similar beam
(Mottram et al. 2014).
2.2. HIFI data reduction
The observations consisted of single-pointing dual-beam-
switched observations taken with HIFI (the Heterodyne Instru-
ment for the Far Infrared, de Graauw et al. 2010) on Herschel
(Pilbratt et al. 2010) toward the central position of each of the
24 protostars with the off-position 3′ away. The pointing ac-
curacy is 2′′ (rms). The HIFI spectrometer was tuned to the
CO 16−15 line in the upper sideband, and the OH triplet at
1834 GHz in the lower. The OH data will be presented and dis-
cussed in a forthcoming publication. The integration time var-
ied per source and was based on the observed line intensity
as reported by Green et al. (2013) and Karska et al. (2013, see
Table A.1 in the appendix for details). The diffraction-limited
beam size is 11′′.5 at the frequency of CO 16–15, corresponding
to linear scales of 1400–5200 AU for the distances of the sources
observed here.
Data were reduced using Hipe 13.0 (Ott 2010). Most spec-
tra showed strong signs of standing waves, as expected in HIFI
band 7. These waves are not perfectly sinusoidal, and so remov-
ing these features requires extra care. The removal was done
through the Hipe task hebCorrection.
Furthermore, observations of the hot and cold loads can in-
troduce standing waves with frequencies of 92 and 98 MHz
(∼15 km s−1 at the frequency of CO 16–15); these can be
eliminated through a modified passband calibration. Additional
standing waves with a frequency of ∼300 MHz (∼50 km s−1)
were removed by using the fitHifiFringe task in Hipe.
When running fitHifiFringe the central 1 GHz around the
CO 6–15 line (∼150 km s−1) was masked which in most cases
covered the entire line. The two sources L1448 and BHR71
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Fig. 1. CO 16–15 spectra toward all observed sources. The source velocity is marked with a red dashed line in each panel and the baseline is shown
in green. Some spectra have been magnified for clarity by a factor shown in each panel.
are known to harbor extremely high-velocity (EHV) features
making the lines as broad as 200 km s−1 (full width zero in-
tensity, e.g., Kristensen et al. 2012) and in these two cases the
central 1.5 GHz (∼250 km s−1) were masked out of the total
bandwidth of 2.5 GHz. The amplitudes of the standing waves
are typically 50 mK for the H-polarization spectra and 100 mK
for the V-polarization spectra, both on the T ∗A scale. These val-
ues are comparable to the typical rms level (see below). Some
spectra did not show the 300 MHz standing wave, and in these
cases no fringes other than the 92/98 MHz ones were removed.
Since the periods of the standing waves are similar to the ex-
pected line widths (15 and 50 km s−1), all spectra and fringe
solutions were visually inspected to ensure that the line profiles
were not affected.
After fitHifiFringe had been run on all spectra, they were
exported to Class1 for further reduction and analysis. The re-
duction consisted of subtracting linear baselines from the spec-
tra and co-adding the H- and V-polarization data after visual
inspection. Typically there is a difference in rms level of up
to 30% between the two polarizations. The shape of the pro-
file qualitatively agrees for both the H- and V-polarization data,
and so the spectra were averaged. The intensity was brought
from the antenna temperature scale, T ∗A, to the main beam
1 Class is part of the Gildas reduction package: http://www.iram.
fr/IRAMFR/GILDAS/
temperature scale, TMB, by using a main beam efficiency of 0.60
(Roelfsema et al. 2012). The calibration uncertainty is measured
to ∼10% (Roelfsema et al. 2012). The spectra were subsequently
resampled to a channel width of 0.5 km s−1. The rms of each
spectrum is reported in Table A.1.
2.3. Complementary data
The CO 16–15 data presented here are complemented by
observations of the H2O 110–101 and 212–101 lines at 557
and 1670 GHz, respectively, also observed with Herschel-
HIFI (Kristensen et al. 2012; Green et al. 2013; Mottram et al.
2014). Furthermore, HIFI observations of the CO 10–9 line at
1153 GHz are used (Yıldız et al. 2013). These data have all been
reduced in a similar manner to the CO 16–15 data and the veloc-
ity scale was subsequently interpolated to the same scale as the
CO 16–15 data for easy comparison.
3. Results
As expected based on the PACS fluxes, the CO 16–15 line
is detected toward every source. Furthermore, the line pro-
files are spectrally resolved and all spectra are displayed in
Fig. 1. Typically the lines are broad (FWHM & 15 km s−1),
and often the profiles consist of multiple dynamical compo-
nents, similar to what is observed in H2O emission with HIFI
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Fig. 2. CO and H2O spectra toward Ser SMM1 and NGC1333 IRAS4A.
No correction has been made for the differences in beam size of the
observation. Spectra have been shifted to a velocity of 0 km s−1. The
bottom panel shows all CO profiles overlaid on top of one another.
(Kristensen et al. 2010, 2012, 2013; Mottram et al. 2014) and
CO 10–9 (Yıldız et al. 2013; San José-García et al. 2013). Com-
paring the integrated fluxes to those observed with PACS shows
that the two fluxes typically agree to better than 20% which is
consistent with the uncertainties on the absolute flux calibra-
tion of both instruments. A few sources show larger differences,
where the PACS flux is 40–50% lower than the HIFI flux. This
difference may be an timescale of how the PACS emission was
extracted and how well-centered the PACS pointing was on the
source.
3.1. Line profiles and profile components
The maximum velocity, 3max, traced by the CO line profiles does
not change with excitation (see Fig. 2 for two examples)2. In-
stead, CO emission at the lowest velocities decreases with ex-
citation, until only a broad line profile is seen at J = 16–
15. Toward some sources new components start appearing at
higher J. This is most evident toward NGC 1333-IRAS 4A and
Ser SMM1, where an offset component appears blue-shifted
from the source velocity by 10 and 3–4 km s−1, respectively
(Fig. 2). These offset components were first detected in H2O
(Kristensen et al. 2010, 2013), and only show up in CO transi-
tions with Jup > 10 (Yıldız et al. 2013).
The line profiles are decomposed using the minimum
number of Gaussian functions required for the residual to be less
than the rms, following the method of Mottram et al. (2014).
2 The actual value of 3max is a function of integration time and S/N:
when integrating deeper, 3max always tends to increase (Cernicharo et al.
1989; Rudolph 1992; Tafalla et al. 2010).
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Fig. 3. Histograms showing the number of Gaussian components in
each profile (left) and of profile components (right) toward Class 0 and
I sources (red and blue, respectively).
Gaussian functions reproduce the different components
better than, e.g., triangular or Lorentzian functions
(San José-García et al. 2013). Two approaches are used:
first, a fit is obtained where the Gaussian parameters are all left
free; in the second approach, the best-fit parameters (30 and
FWHM) from Mottram et al. (2014) are taken as fixed from
the decomposition of H2O profiles, and a new fit is obtained.
Ser-SMM4 shows a characteristic triangular profile shape,
reminiscent of what is seen toward off-source outflow positions;
no Gaussian functions are fitted to this profile. All results are
listed in Table A.2, the spectral decompositions are shown in
Fig. A.1.
Most sources show multiple components (70%). Figure 3
shows the fractional distribution of the number of Gaussian func-
tions needed to reproduce each line profile. This distribution
peaks at two components, and then falls off rapidly for higher
numbers. Figure 3 also shows a histogram of the various com-
ponent detections seen in CO 16–15 and their designations fol-
lowing Mottram et al. (2014) for H2O. They characterized each
component based on its width and its offset from the source ve-
locity and designated them either as “envelope” (narrow, cen-
tered on 3source), “cavity shocks” (broad, centered on 3source), or
“spot shocks” (offset in velocity). Nearly all sources (85%) show
a broad cavity shock component, irrespective of evolutionary
stage, similar to H2O line profiles (Mottram et al. 2014). Primar-
ily Class 0 sources show offset components associated with spot
shocks (70% versus 10%) whereas more Class I sources show a
narrow component (65% versus 10%).
The narrow component is often blue-shifted from the source
velocity by 0.5–1.0 km s−1 (Fig. 4), an offset which is larger
than the uncertainty on the velocity calibration (0.1 km s−1,
Roelfsema et al. 2012). The source velocity is measured from
low-J C18O emission (Yıldız et al. 2013; San José-García et al.
2013). The parts of the envelope traced by higher-J C18O 9–8
and 13CO 10–9 all move at the systemic velocity (Yıldız et al.
2013). The narrow component is in most cases (10/15) associ-
ated with H2O emission, but often blue-shifted by more than
0.5 km s−1 with respect to the H2O component (7/10 sources);
sometimes the shift is larger than 1 km s−1 (5/10 sources). Of
the components not seen in H2O emission, 3/5 components are
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(Yıldız et al. 2013).
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Fig. 5. Top: narrow emission scaled to a common distance of 200 pc
versus Lbol. Class 0 sources are marked in red, Class I in blue. Upper
limits (3σ) are marked with arrows. Class 0 sources are marked in red,
Class I in blue.
shifted with respect to the source velocity as measured from low-
J C18O emission.
This narrow component is strong enough that if it were
present toward all Class 0 sources, it would have been readily
detected in the spectra presented here. To illustrate this, Fig. 5
shows the strength of the narrow component as a function of
Lbol where all upper limits are marked. To calculate the upper
limit, the average narrow component line width of 5 km s−1 is
used. The limits are typically an order of magnitude lower than
the detected narrow components. Applying Kendall’s τ test with
the Cenken function3 from the R statistical package shows that
the narrow component strength is correlated with the bolometric
luminosity at the 97.1% or 2.2σ level. This test is particularly
well suited to evaluate correlations where part of the data set
3 http://www.practicalstats.com/nada/nadar.html
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Fig. 6. Fraction of the contribution to the total integrated CO 16–15
line intensity from the broad cavity shock component as measured from
HIFI data (red). The vertical thick black line marks the division be-
tween Class 0 and I sources, where the former is to the left, the latter to
the right. The blue points show the fraction of CO 16–15 emission ex-
pected to originate in the PACS warm 300 K component (Karska et al.,
in prep.). Both the HIFI and PACS fractions have ∼10% uncertainties
associated with them. The shaded red and blue regions show the spread
of fractions for the HIFI and PACS components, respectively, and where
there is an overlap the color is purple. Within the error bars, the frac-
tions are the same, and the broad cavity shock component dominates
emission.
consists of upper limits, i.e., are left-censored. When compared
to other envelope parameters (envelope mass, envelope density at
1000 AU, bolometric temperature, and outflow force), there are
no correlations, i.e., the significance is <1σ in all cases. Thus
the narrow component does not appear to be directly connected
to the envelope alone.
Finally, the fraction of emission in the broad cavity shock
component compared to the total integrated intensity is shown in
Fig. 6. On average, 75 ± 20% of the emission is in cavity shocks
for all sources. The standard deviation refers to the spread in
the percentages; the uncertainty on the decomposition is not in-
cluded but is smaller. A subset of sources only show emission
from the cavity shocks (IRAS 15398, Ser-SMM4, B335, TMR1,
HH46, and RCrA-IRS5A). An upper limit on any narrower con-
tribution may be estimated assuming its FWHM is 5 km s−1, the
average width of this component in other sources. The 3σ limits
are up to 20% for the weakest sources, i.e., consistent with a rel-
ative fraction of 75 ± 20% in the broad cavity shock component.
3.2. Rotational temperature
The rotational temperature as a function of velocity can be cal-
culated from CO 16–15 and 10–9 spectra, where such data are
available (Table 2). In the limit where the energy levels are ther-
mally populated, the rotational temperature corresponds to the
kinetic temperature; whether this limit applies to these data will
be discussed later. To calculate the rotational temperature the
spectra are rebinned to a channel size of 3 km s−1 to increase
the S/N. The CO 16–16/10–9 line ratio is then calculated in
channels where the S/N is >2 in both spectra and converted
into a rotational temperature assuming LTE. The CO 10–9 line
may be slightly optically thick at the line center (±2 km s−1;
Yıldız et al. 2013) toward the brightest sources, and the line
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Fig. 7. CO 16–15/10–9 line ratio for all 19 sources for which both data
sets are available. The spectra have been rebinned to 3 km s−1 channels
and only data points with S/N > 2 are included. The brightness of the
color indicates the number of observations passing through a given point
– brighter represents a higher number. Line ratios around ±2 km s−1 are
not included. Red is for Class 0 line wings, and blue for Class I. The
mean ratio is displayed with a dashed line; if a linear scaling to correct
for different beam sizes is applied the mean value shifts down to the
dashed line marked “linear”, and similarly for a point-source scaling.
The rotational temperature corresponding to a particular line ratio is
shown on the second axis.
centers are ignored in the following analysis. The change in the
intensity-weighted average line ratio is less than 10%, and so not
significant compared to the observational uncertainties.
The CO 10–9 and 16–15 spectra are obtained in different
beams, 20′′ and 11′′, respectively. Maps of CO 10–9 emis-
sion show that the emission is typically elongated along the
direction of the outflow (Nisini et al. 2015). Similarly, half of
the sources (9/19) where CO 10–9 data are available show ex-
tended CO 14–13 or 16–15 emission in the PACS footprints
(Karska et al. 2013; Green et al. 2013). If emission from both
transitions fill the larger 20′′ beam, no geometrical correction
is required to the line ratio. Alternatively, if the emission fol-
lows the outflow a linear scaling with beam size is appropriate
(Tafalla et al. 2010). If the emission is not extended in either
of the two beams, the most appropriate geometrical scaling is
a point-source scaling. In the following analysis no geometrical
scaling will be applied, but the result of possible scalings will be
discussed below in Sect. 3.3.
Figure 7 shows the average line ratio and corresponding rota-
tional temperature for all sources where CO 10–9 data are avail-
able; similar figures for individual sources are available in the
appendix (Fig. A.3). The mean ratio averaged over all sources
and velocities is 0.7, corresponding to a rotational temperature
of ∼350 K. Most sources show a slightly lower ratio, by up to a
factor of two, closer to the line center. This trend suggests that
the gas at the higher velocities is warmer than at lower velocities,
similar to what is seen toward outflow spots well offset from the
source position (e.g., L1157-B1, Lefloch et al. 2012). If a linear
scaling is applied to account for different beam sizes, the mean
ratio decreases to 0.4 (240 K), and if a point-source scaling is
applied the ratio decreases to 0.2 (180 K).
Herschel-SPIRE and PACS measure the integrated inten-
sity of CO emission from J = 4–3 to 49–48, and any rota-
tional temperature inferred from these observations are therefore
intensity-weighted averages of the rotational temperatures cal-
culated here. In order to do a direct comparison, the velocity-
dependent intensities were used as weights for determining the
average rotational temperatures. These intensity-weighted tem-
peratures tend to be lower by 20 K (emission fills the beam) to
10 K (point source scaling), and the effect is therefore negligible.
3.3. H2O and CO
Herschel-PACS footprint maps of CO 16–15 and various H2O
transitions show that both species follow one another spatially, as
opposed to for example CO 3–2 and H2O which are spatially and
kinematically distinct (e.g., Santangelo et al. 2012). This spatial
correlation suggests that the best reference frame for measur-
ing H2O abundances is a high-J CO line such as the J = 16–
15 transition.
In the following analysis, the H2O abundance is measured
from both the 110–101 transition at 557 GHz and the 212–101
transition at 1670 GHz (179.5 µm). The former transition is
the only one observed toward all sources, but in a 38′′ beam
(Kristensen et al. 2012; Green et al. 2013). The latter, on the
other hand, is only observed toward six sources (Table 2) but in
a 13′′ beam (Mottram et al. 2014). Thus, this line may be used
to calibrate the abundance inferred from the 557 GHz transition.
The ratio of these two lines is nearly constant as a function of
velocity for all six sources, suggesting that both lines are equally
good for calculating the water abundance, and also that most of
the water emission originates from within the smaller 13′′ beam
(Mottram et al. 2014), but possibly with weaker emission ex-
tending beyond the beam. This weak emission is indeed seen
in Herschel-PACS footprint maps (Table 2, Karska et al. 2013;
Green et al. 2013).
The H2O 212–101/CO 16–15 line ratio is shown in Fig. 8.
The central ±2 km s−1 are masked out as the H2O line suffers
from deep self absorption associated with cold envelope mate-
rial (Fig. 2, Mottram et al. 2014). Furthermore, both spectra are
rebinned to 3 km s−1 channels to increase S/N in the line wings.
The line ratio shows a tendency to rise from 0.5 (low velocity)
to 1.7 (high velocity) but the ratio is consistent with being con-
stant at 1.2 ± 0.8, where the uncertainty represents the spread in
values. In the following the ratio will be treated as constant.
Similarly, the H2O 110–101/CO 16–15 flux ratio is constant
as a function of velocity with an average value of 0.42 ± 0.36
(Fig. 8). If a linear scaling is applied to account for the dif-
ferences in beam size, the ratio increases to 1.5 ± 1.3, and it
further increases to 5.3 ± 4.6 for a point-source scaling. There
is no significant difference between Class 0 and I sources, al-
though Class I sources tend to show a slightly lower line ratio.
See Fig. A.4 in the appendix for individual sources.
To translate the line ratios into abundance ratios, or, more
appropriately, column density ratios, a set of non-LTE 1D
radiative-transfer models are run. The code Radex is used
(van der Tak et al. 2007) with collisional rate coefficients from
Yang et al. (2010) and Neufeld (2010) for CO, and Daniel et al.
(2011) for H2O, as tabulated in LAMDA (Schöier et al. 2005).
The Radex code was modified according to Mottram et al.
(2014) to account for the high opacity of the H2O transitions.
The excitation conditions (density and H2O column density) are
taken from Mottram et al. (2014) and a temperature of 300 K
is used together with ∆V = 20 km s−1. Mottram et al. (2014)
found no deviation from an H2O ortho/para ratio of 3, the high-
temperature statistical equilibrium value, and that is used here.
Based on Radex modeling, Mottram et al. found that the best-
fit solutions fell in two camps: subthermal excitation of the H2O
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Fig. 8. Top: H2O 212–101/CO 16–15 line ratio as a function of velocity
toward the six Class 0 sources where the H2O line is observed with
HIFI. The brightness of the color indicates the number of observations
passing through a given poin – brighter represents a higher number.
The channel size is 3 km s−1. Bottom: same as top but for the H2O 110–
101/CO 16–15 line ratio where Class 0 and I sources are separated (red
and blue, respectively). The total mean ratio is displayed.
transitions with n(H2) = 106 cm−3, N(H2O) = 4 × 1016 cm−2,
and thermal excitation with n(H2) = 5 × 107 cm−3, N(H2O) =
1018 cm−2. Finally, Mottram et al. used a linear beam scaling,
and that is applied here as well. The only free parameter is the
CO column density which is varied until the two H2O/CO line
ratios are reproduced.
Figure 9 shows the modeled intensity ratios of the
H2O 212–101 and 110–101 lines to CO 16–15 versus the total
H2O/CO column density ratio for both subthermal and ther-
mal H2O excitation, together with the opacity of the CO 16–
15 transition. For subthermal H2O excitation conditions, a col-
umn density ratio of H2O/CO of 0.02 best reproduces both line
ratios, corresponding to a total H2O abundance of 2 × 10−6 for
a CO abundance of 10−4 (Dionatos et al. 2013). For the thermal
excitation conditions, a large range of H2O/CO column density
ratios reproduce emission, ranging from N(H2O)/N(CO) ∼ 10−3
to 10−1. However, all these solutions have one thing in com-
mon: CO 16–15 must be optically thick with τ > 3 over the
entire profile. Toward the source with the highest CO 16–15 flux
in the sample, Ser SMM1, the observed 12CO 16–15/13CO 16–
15 line ratio is 55 (Goicoechea et al. 2012), consistent with the
12CO line being optically thin. It is therefore unlikely that any
other source shows optically thick emission, and the thermal
H2O excitation solution can be excluded.
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Fig. 9. Modeled intensity ratio of the 557 and 1670 GHz H2O lines over
CO 16–15 as a function of the H2O/CO column density ratio, where
the H2O column density is both ortho- and para-H2O. The observed
ratios are shown as dashed horizontal lines. The black dashed line is
the CO 16–15 opacity, and is shown on the same scale as the intensity
ratio. Top: subthermal excitation conditions for H2O. Bottom: thermal
excitation conditions for H2O.
4. Discussion
4.1. CO excitation
CO line profiles change gradually with excitation, ranging from
the relatively narrow, centrally peaked CO 2–1 and 3–2 pro-
files typically observed toward outflow regions, to the broader
high-J CO lines; 3max remains constant (Fig. 2). This grad-
ual change suggests that these CO 16–15 line profiles reveal a
high-temperature component not previously observed from the
ground. The change in profile shape cannot be attributed to opac-
ity effects, apart from a few km s−1 around the source velocity.
The opacity will be lower for higher-excitation lines, and the
emission at the lower velocities should therefore increase more
compared to higher-velocity material if opacity played a major
role. Yet the opposite trend is observed: emission at higher ve-
locities increases with respect to emission at lower velocities.
Opacity, therefore, plays a minor role in setting the line profile
for CO 16–15.
The gradual change in CO line profile with excitation sug-
gests that different CO transitions, up to at least J = 16–15,
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trace material at different temperatures, regardless of whether
CO is thermally or subthermally excited. If all CO emission
were to trace a single-temperature, single-density slab, the pro-
files should be identical as is the case for water line profiles
(Mottram et al. 2014). The rotational temperature of the emit-
ting material changes as a function of velocity (Sect. 3.2 and
Fig. 7), higher temperatures at higher velocities, consistent with
what is seen at outflow spots (Lefloch et al. 2012) and the pro-
tostellar position in lower-J transitions (Yıldız et al. 2013). A
single isothermal slab is therefore not sufficient for reproducing
the CO excitation.
When taking the most conservative estimate of the rotational
temperature, 180 K obtained from the point-source scaling, the
temperature is significantly higher than found for lower-J CO
transitions (median Trot ∼ 70 K for transitions up to 10–
9; van Kempen et al. 2009; Goicoechea et al. 2012; Yıldız et al.
2013; Yang et al. 2017). The rotational temperature does ap-
proach the typical rotational temperature of ∼300 K often found
for this part of the CO ladder toward embedded protostars
(Manoj et al. 2013; Karska et al. 2013; Green et al. 2013).
The actual kinetic temperature of the CO 16–15 emitting gas
is higher than the rotational temperature measured here. The part
of the CO rotation diagram going up to J ∼ 14 shows positive
curvature (Goicoechea et al. 2012; Yıldız et al. 2013), and from
J ∼ 14 to 25 the ladder shows little curvature (Manoj et al. 2013;
Green et al. 2013). This curvature implies that a rotational tem-
perature measured from, say, the J = 15–14 and 16–15 tran-
sitions will be higher than when measured from the J = 10–
9 and 16–15 transitions and likely closer to that observed with
PACS in the warm 300 K component. Thus, only a fraction of
CO 10–9 emission traces the broad cavity shock component seen
so prominently in CO 16–15 and H2O profiles.
The relative contributions to the HIFI line profiles may
be compared to the warm (Trot ∼ 300 K) and hot (Trot ∼
800 K) components observed with PACS (Manoj et al. 2013;
Karska et al. 2013; Green et al. 2013, Karska et al., in prep.).
The break between the two PACS components typically appears
around J = 25–24 (Eup = 1800 K) for low-mass protostars.
Given the rotational temperatures and break point, if the two
rotational temperatures have different physical origins then the
warm and hot PACS components contribute on average ∼80%
and 20% to the total CO 16–15 flux, respectively. These PACS
fractions do not depend on evolutionary stage or any other source
property (Karska et al., in prep.), but the fractions are constant
when both components are detected. Any contribution from the
very hot (Trot > 1000 K) component will not be detected in the
CO 16–15 line profiles, and it is ignored in the following.
The PACS fractions depend on an extrapolation from Jup ≥
25 (Eup/kB ∼ 1800 K) down to J = 16–15 (Eup/kB ∼ 750 K).
Such an extrapolation carries uncertainties, especially if not all
high-J CO lines are observed or detected. The extrapolation un-
certainty was inferred for two representative sources, Ser-SMM1
and B335. The former is one of the sources with the highest
S/N on the high-J CO transitions observed with PACS, whereas
the latter was only detected in a limited number of transitions
and at low S/N. For Ser-SMM1 the extrapolation uncertainty
is 4%, while it is 11% for B335. Some additional uncertainty
may arise from how well-centered the sources are on the cen-
tral PACS spaxel, and we therefore adopt a typical extrapolation
uncertainty for all sources of 10%.
If the CO ladder consists of two temperature components,
and thus two physical components, then 80% of the flux orig-
inates in the warm 300 K component and 20% in the hot
750 K component. The CO 16–15 HIFI line profiles typically
consist of multiple components; the dominant flux component is
the broad cavity shock component, which typically contributes
75%± 20% to the total flux. These relative fractions clearly over-
lap within the uncertainty. This overlap, and the measured ro-
tational temperature from CO 10–9 and 16–15 (200–300 K),
strongly suggests that the PACS components may be associ-
ated with corresponding HIFI components, i.e., the warm, 300 K
PACS component may be associated with the broad outflow cav-
ity shock HIFI component, and the warm 750 K PACS compo-
nent to anything else contained in the HIFI line profiles. These
latter components only appear in CO 16–15 profiles and not at
lower J, clearly suggesting these components arise in hot gas.
Furthermore, the multiple components in the HIFI line profiles
implies that the PACS CO ladder consists of multiple physical
components.
4.2. Physical origin of CO emission
The high-J CO emission can arise in three regions within the
protostellar system: the disk; the UV-heated cavity walls; the
outflow, or a combination thereof. In this context, the term out-
flow encompasses the wind, the envelope entrainment layers,
and the jet. None of the profiles show double-peaked features
as would be expected if the emission arises from the disk surface
(Bruderer et al. 2012; Fedele et al. 2013; Harsono et al. 2013),
and so disks are quickly ruled out as a dominant source of the
observed CO emission. UV-heated outflow cavity walls are ruled
out because the 300 K PACS component is ubiquitous: the proto-
stars observed here, and in other samples, span a range of three
orders of magnitude in bolometric luminosity (∼0.1–100 L).
The UV luminosity is expected to span a similar range. For this
reason, and as argued by Manoj et al. (2013), it seems unlikely
that UV heating plays a dominant role in generating this emis-
sion because the UV luminosity of each source would need to be
specifically tuned to reproduce a rotational temperature of 300 K
everywhere. Thus, the dominant excitation mechanism must be
outflow-related.
4.2.1. Origin of warm PACS emission
The bulk of the CO 16–15 emission is related to outflowing
gas, both for Class 0 and I sources. Based on the association
with water, it seems likely that the CO 16–15 emission primarily
traces gas which is currently interacting with, or passing through,
shocks, as opposed to the slower, colder entrained outflow traced
by the lower-J CO emission (see also Kristensen et al. 2012;
Mottram et al. 2014). The radius of the water-emitting region,
and therefore also the radius of the CO 16–15 emitting region, is
typically of the order of 102 AU (Mottram et al. 2014). If the
emitting region is not circular but rather cylindrical, a cylin-
der with a diameter of 15–30 AU could account for the linear
geometrical beam scaling found to be appropriate in Sect. 3.4.
Such a width is consistent with both the H2O and CO cooling
lengths of continuous C-type shocks with pre-shock density ≥5×
105 cm−3, almost irrespective of shock velocity (Kristensen et al.
2007; Visser et al. 2012). In this scenario, the cavity shocks are
thus located along the outflow cavity walls in a thin (.10 AU)
layer (Mottram et al. 2014).
An alternative to this scenario is that this component traces a
molecular disk wind (Panoglou et al. 2012; Yvart et al. 2016).
If the wind is accelerated at a steady pace, it will keep its
molecular content, particularly during the deeply embedded
stages where the dusty wind shields the gas from dissociating
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Fig. 10. Schematic showing the different parts to the proposed interpretation. The top left panel shows the cooling of atomic to molecular gas,
along with the dominant constituents and coolants at each stage. Top right shows a cartoon HIFI CO 16–15 profile centered at zero velocity,
with the broad outflow cavity shock component shown in green, and the offset spot shock component in orange. Bottom left is a CO rotational
diagram with the different temperature components highlighted. Finally, bottom right shows where these different components may be located in
the protostellar system. The top part shows the scenario where the broad component is caused by outflow cavity shocks, and the lower part shows
the scenario where the broad component arises in the disk wind.
UV photons from the accreting protostar. Yvart et al. (2016)
used this model to reproduce the H2O 110–101 spectra pre-
sented in Kristensen et al. (2012) and the excited line profiles in
Kristensen et al. (2010), and were able to reproduce the width
and intensities of the profiles with only two free parameters:
the mass accretion rate and inclination angle. Clearly this model
presents a very attractive alternative to the origin of water emis-
sion, and potentially also to high-J CO emission. An important
test will be to see how well the model reproduces not only the
H2O spectra but also the CO 16–15 spectra presented here, as
well as emission from the entire CO ladder.
Irrespective of the underlying physical origin, an important
question remains: why is the 300 K component ubiquitous in
the PACS data with very little scatter, independent of physi-
cal conditions? What is it in these broad cavity shocks seen
in the CO 16−15 line profiles that generates this temperature
component? The fact that the rotational temperature is ubiqui-
tous must imply that some fundamental aspect related to the
gas cooling controls the excitation, since one would otherwise
expect the excitation to depend on local parameters. Particu-
larly, the observed dominant gas coolants (H2, CO, H2O, OH
and O; Karska et al. 2013) are responsible for setting the over-
all temperature structure or distribution of the gas. A species
may dominate the cooling over a specific range of tempera-
tures and densities if that species is either particularly abun-
dant, or particularly efficient at cooling the gas through exci-
tation/deexcitation effects. If the species dominates the cooling
through excitation/deexcitation effects, it will do so because the
level populations react more efficiently to the change in temper-
ature than those of other species. This information is relayed to
other species through collisions. Testing this hypothesis will be
done through more detailed calculations of the cooling functions
of the observed dominant coolants, that includes calculating their
level populations explicitly in the cooling gas (Kristensen & Har-
sono, in prep.).
The second part of the above question is: why always 300 K?
One possibility is that the other dominant molecular coolant
of warm/hot gas, H2, stops being an efficient coolant around
300 K because of the widely-spaced energy levels (the J = 2–
0 transition has Eup/kB = 510 K), i.e., because other species
become more efficient at cooling the gas through excitation ef-
fects. Indeed, such a scenario would explain why CO cool-
ing always activates at this kinetic temperature, as has been
shown to be the case in shocks (Neufeld & Dalgarno 1989;
Flower & Pineau des Forêts 2010, 2015), see Fig. 10. Once H2
ceases to be effective, CO, as the new dominant coolant, brings
the temperature gradually down to ambient temperatures.
Such a scenario can be tested by utilizing existing analyti-
cal cooling functions (Neufeld & Kaufman 1993), the results of
which are shown in Fig. 11. Here, cooling rates are calculated
for H2, CO, and H2O for a gas with density n = 106 cm−3,
N(H2O)/N(CO) = 0.02, and starting temperature of 1000 K. In
this simple calculation, CO takes over as the dominant coolant at
∼500 K, i.e., somewhat higher than the observed cross-over tem-
perature of ∼300–400 K. We note that these analytical cooling
functions are calculated for collisions with H2, i.e., there is no
coupling to chemistry, particularly H2 formation. The more de-
tailed calculations currently underway will provide more insight
into how the level populations actually respond to the changes
in the cooling gas, both physical and chemical, and over which
timescales.
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Fig. 11. Cooling curves for H2, CO, and H2O using the analytical cool-
ing functions of Neufeld & Kaufman (1993). The colored lines are the
cooling rates, and their values are shown on the left axis. The black
line is for temperature (right axis). The highlighted parts on the cooling
curves are for the temperature range 300–400 K. The H2 density and
column densities are as shown in Fig. 9.
These analytical cooling functions generally show three
regimes in which species dominate cooling: at low density
(<105 cm−3), H2 dominates cooling to the lowest temperatures
(<100 K) because CO is not efficiently excited. At high den-
sities (>108 cm−3), CO is the dominant coolant throughout be-
cause the level populations are very efficiently populated all the
way to very high J. In the intermediate regime, which is where
H2O and CO 16–15 are excited (Mottram et al. 2014), there is
a cross-over point where H2 starts as the dominant coolant, and
CO then takes over.
4.2.2. Origin of hot PACS emission
The division between warm and hot CO emission implies that
the hot 700 K PACS component is traced by anything else in the
line profiles. For the Class 0 sources, this typically means spot
shocks where the wind from the protostar impinges on the in-
ner cavity wall. The pre-shock gas is likely dissociated to some
degree by the UV radiation from the accreting protostar, and
the shock itself is relatively slow (5–10 km s−1, Kristensen et al.
2013; Benz et al. 2016). This conclusion was reached based on
detection of light ionized hydrides in this particular component,
the detection of the offset spot shock component in H2O and
CO 16–15 but not lower-J transitions, and the component kine-
matics (offset velocity and FWHM). These three observational
facts (kinematics, chemistry, and excitation of the component)
point to an origin in a J-type shock.
The spot shocks and narrow components typically peak at
blue-shifted velocities from the source velocity. If the protostel-
lar wind impinges on the inner envelope walls at very small radii
(.100 AU), the optically thick protostellar disk may shield the
part of the wind moving away from us, i.e., the red-shifted part of
the component (ALMA Partnership et al. 2015; Kristensen et al.
2013, 2016). If, on the other hand, the shocks interact with the
inner envelope on scales larger than the disk, or if the disk
is not optically thick at these wavelengths, both sides will be
seen and the profile will appear more symmetric. Such partial
continuum shielding is similar to what has been inferred from
optical atomic-line observations of disk winds, where the line
profiles appear skewed (e.g., Edwards et al. 1987).
The lower velocity shifts observed toward Class I sources
compared to Class 0’s are consistent with the protostellar
wind velocity decreasing radially away from the jet axis
(Panoglou et al. 2012). As the outflow cavity opening angles in-
crease with evolutionary stage, the part of the wind interacting
with the envelope will decrease in velocity. However, only a very
small velocity is required to produce the high temperature ob-
served in the high-J part of the CO ladder. For J-type shocks, the
peak temperature is
Tpeak =
3
16
µ32shock
kB
, (1)
where µ is the mean molecular mass, 3shock the shock velocity,
and kB is Boltzmann’s constant. To reach a peak temperature of
1000 K, a shock velocity of only ∼5 km s−1 is required if the pre-
shock gas is atomic. The above relation only applies to strong
shocks where the shock speed greatly exceeds both the sound
speed and the Alfvén speed, and thus may not be fully applicable
to the conditions near a protostar. However, the calculation still
serves to show that even shocks moving at moderate velocities
are enough to heat the gas. We furthermore note that the obser-
vations likely do not probe a single shock with a single velocity,
but that shocks with a range of shock velocities is contained in
the beam.
The scenario is as follows: close to the protostar and on the
side of the outflow cavity wall facing the protostar, UV pho-
tons dissociate gas and it is either neutral atomic, or ionized.
As the slow wind impinges on this gas, it heats it to temper-
atures >1000 K, and compresses it (Fig. 10). The compres-
sion leads to partial shielding from the UV irradiation, and the
heating initiates a shock chemistry, similar to that explored by
Neufeld & Dalgarno (1989) and summarized here. In this chem-
istry, CO and OH form first and these two species are the domi-
nant coolants until H2 formation sets in. H2 formation becomes
efficient at ∼500 K, and as the H2 molecules form, the gas tem-
perature remains constant at ∼500 K, heated by the liberated
binding energy. As the gas continues to compress, shield, and
cool, H2O forms efficiently from the now abundant H2 and OH
(plus any remaining atomic O not locked up in OH). When the
temperature decreases to ∼300 K, H2 stops being the dominant
coolant, and CO and H2O take over, as these are the most abun-
dant coolants. Emission in the narrow, offset shock component is
thus dominated by emission from the hot pre-H2 formation zone,
whereas H2O emission is dominated by the post-H2 formation
zone: the H2O-emitting part is located further into the envelope
where the shock velocity has already been dampened. This co-
herent picture provides a natural explanation for the observed
characteristics of the narrow component, and the interpretation
is similar to what what proposed for the spot shock identified
by Kristensen et al. (2013). However, further model calculations
are required to verify this picture.
The narrower components do not appear to be detected in
lower-J CO emission all the way up to CO 10–9, consistent
with them tracing hotter material. UV-heated cavity walls have
been uniquely identified in low-J 13CO emission, specifically
13CO 6–5 (Yıldız et al. 2012). The lack of any contribution to the
high-J CO ladder suggests that the UV-heated material is colder,
and that the temperature distribution with mass must be steeper
than in shocks, i.e., there is less material at higher temperatures
relative to lower temperatures than in a shock. This is consistent
with the temperatures inferred by Yıldız et al. (2015), where the
temperature of the UV-heated gas is of the order of ∼50 K, i.e.,
it would not contribute strongly to the CO 16–15 emission.
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The above proposed scenario depends on one factor: H2 dis-
sociating UV photons must be present on small scales. If not,
the shock speeds must be high enough that the shocks them-
selves are either strong enough to dissociate H2, 3 & 30 km s−1,
or strong enough to produce the H2-dissociating UV photons,
3 & 50 km s−1 (Neufeld & Dalgarno 1989). Both these shock
velocities are too high to account for the narrow emission pro-
files and the velocity offsets. The presence of the dissociating
photons is consistent with the scenario presented by Visser et al.
(2012) and Lee et al. (2014) in that H2O molecules are dissoci-
ated in the UV-heated cavity walls. To what extent UV photons
aid in further heating of the cavity shocks is an open question;
it is evident that the UV photons still play a crucial role in the
feedback from accreting protostars (Hull et al. 2016) and in set-
ting the chemistry (Kristensen et al. 2013; Benz et al. 2016), al-
though not necessarily in the excitation of the 12CO ladder.
4.3. H2O abundance
The inferred H2O abundance is two orders of magnitude lower
than expected if all non-refractory oxygen not locked up in CO
is incorporated in water, and if all water is released from the
icy grain mantles (3×10−4; van Dishoeck et al. 2014). This re-
sult applies not only to the source position, but the water abun-
dance is generally observed to be low also toward off-source
outflow positions (e.g., Bjerkeli et al. 2012; Tafalla et al. 2013;
Santangelo et al. 2013). Three possible explanations exist for
this lack of water: (i) water remains on the grains or quickly
re-adsorbs after the passage of a shock wave; (ii) the warm gas-
phase synthesis is slowed down or reversed by large amounts
of atomic hydrogen; or (iii) UV photons dissociate water. These
three possibilities will be discussed further below.
Icy grain mantles are sputtered through impacts with H, H2,
and He in shock waves where the charged and neutral fluids are
streaming past each other. Shock models demonstrate that com-
plete removal of the icy mantles happens at 3 & 10 km s−1
(e.g., Flower & Pineau des Forêts 2010). Another independent
line of study demonstrates that in outflows, the observed col-
umn density ratio of the two grain-species water and methanol
is similar to that observed in ices at the lowest outflow velocities
(.10 km s−1; Suutarinen et al. 2014), but they diverge at higher
velocities where methanol is collisionally dissociated. Thus the
icy grain mantles are likely completely removed in outflows.
The freeze-out time estimated in Bergin et al. (1998) is typically
>105 yr, i.e., significantly longer than the dynamical lifetime of
the outflows; if the density is higher than 105 cm−3, the freeze-
out time may be correspondingly shorter. However, it remains
unlikely that of order 99% of all water hides on grains, as would
be required to explain the observed line ratios.
If H2 is dissociated, either collisionally or through photodis-
sociation, the reverse reaction (H2O + H → OH + H2) may
dominate and collisionally dissociate water at high temperatures.
The bond energy of the O-H bond in water is similar to the
H-H bond in H2 (5.11 versus 4.52 eV) and so it is difficult to
imagine a situation in which H2 is preferentially collisionally
dissociated without also dissociating water, and this combina-
tion would rapidly lead to complete dissociation of all water.
Photodissociation of H2 occurs at discrete wavelengths in the
range 912–1050 Å, whereas H2O is photodissociated over the
entire wavelength range of 912–2000 Å (Fillion et al. 2001), im-
plying that water is more readily photodissociated. Moreover,
H2 starts to self-shield even at very low AV , further lowering
photodissociation of this molecule. Thus, water is more readily
photodissociated than H2, and it seems unlikely that any pro-
cess will enhance the H abundance without destroying water at
the same time. An important test of this scenario will be to ob-
serve these systems with high sensitivity in the H I 21cm line
with, e.g., the JVLA, and measure the abundance of atomic H
with respect to CO and H2O, as has previously been done for
a few systems (e.g., Lizano et al. 1988; Rodriguez et al. 1990;
Lizano & Giovanardi 1995).
Finally, water may be photodissociated directly, even in en-
vironments where the H2 abundance is high. To estimate the
required intensity of the UV field, in units of the interstellar
UV field, G0, two assumptions are made: first, all water that is
photodissociated immediately dissociates all the way to atomic
oxygen, either directly or in two steps with OH photodissoci-
ation following H2O photodissociation; second, the only water
formation route is through gas-phase synthesis with H2 at high
temperature. For a water abundance of 10−6, the atomic oxy-
gen abundance is 10−4 and the O/H2O ratio is 102. The rate
of dissociation per unit volume is Rdiss = G0 kdiss nH2O where
kdiss = 8.0 × 10−10 s−1 (van Dishoeck et al. 2006). The water for-
mation rate is set by the two reactions O + H2 → OH + H and
OH + H2 → H2O + H. The formation rate of water is:
dnH2O
dt
= kH2O nH2 nOH −G0 kdiss nH2O = 0 (2)
assuming equilibrium. OH is assumed to be produced rapidly
in reactions between O and H2 and destroyed through reactions
with H2; photodissociation of OH is not considered here, i.e.,
nOH  nH2O and nO (Wampfler et al. 2013). Thus, the formation
rate is:
dnOH
dt
= kOH nH2 nO − kH2O nH2 nOH = 0. (3)
Reordering these equations gives:
G0 =
kOH
kdiss
nO
nH2O
nH2· (4)
For an O/H2O ratio of 102 and the kOH(T ) rate coefficient from
UMIST12 (McElroy et al. 2013), this expression reduces to:
G0 = 100
3.13 × 10−13 s−1 (T/300 K)2.7 exp(−3150 K/T )
8.0 × 10−10 s−1 nH2
= 3.91 × 10−2(T/300 K)2.7 exp(−3150 K/T ) nH2. (5)
The required value of G0 is shown in Fig. 12 for three differ-
ent H2 densities. For a temperature of 300 K and a density of
106 cm−3, a modest value of G0 of a few is all that is required
to balance the H2O production and destruction to reach an equi-
librium abundance of 10−6. Naturally, these values are order-of-
magnitude estimates; they may be compared to the more com-
plete calculations of Bethell & Bergin (2009) who included OH
in their simple network. The results are shown in Fig. 12 for the
same initial conditions, and there is generally excellent agree-
ment, which in this case means less than an order of magni-
tude difference. These simple calculations serve to illustrate that
only modest values of G0 are needed to maintain low equi-
librium abundances of water in low-mass protostellar sources.
More sophisticated shock or wind models are required to further
our understanding of water in protostars, such as those by e.g.,
Yvart et al. (2016) or Melnick & Kaufman (2015). Additionally,
velocity-resolved observations of the [O i] transition at 63 µm
with SOFIA-GREAT will further aid in constraining the water
chemistry.
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Fig. 12. Required value of G0 for three different H2 densities, 105,
106, 107 cm−3 as a function of gas temperature to reach an equilib-
rium H2O abundance of 2 × 10−6, assuming photodissociation is the
only path of destruction. The results from the network including OH
from Bethell & Bergin (2009) are shown with dashed lines for the same
densities.
5. Summary and conclusions
Velocity-resolved CO 16–15 spectra of 24 embedded low-mass
protostars using Herschel-HIFI have been presented. Emission
is detected toward all sources, as expected from Herschel-PACS
observations of the same line. The velocity-resolved line pro-
files are both more complex and broader than low-J CO 3–2 line
profiles.
The main conclusions are the following:
1. The profiles typically show multiple velocity components
first detected in water line profiles with HIFI, in particu-
lar a broader component with typical FWHM of 20 km s−1
and a narrower component with a FWHM ∼ 5 km s−1 typi-
cally blue-shifted by more than 1 km s−1. Furthermore, two
sources show so-called extremely-high-velocity features, or
“bullets”, also seen in lower-J CO transitions and water.
2. The broader component is identified as the 300 K component
seen in the PACS CO data, where the rotational temperature
is measured over the range Jup = 14–25. Because of its sim-
ilarity to the broad H2O line profiles it is likely that H2O and
CO 16–15 emission both originate in the same gas in proto-
stellar systems. This gas is either located in shocks along the
outflow cavity wall in a narrow layer (called cavity shocks)
or the molecular disk wind. The water abundance, as inferred
from CO 16–15, is ∼2 × 10−6 with only a very small depen-
dence on velocity. The smooth evolution of line profiles from
lower-excited CO 3–2 through CO 6–5 and 10–9 to CO 16–
15 illustrates that the 300 K cavity shock component traces a
warmer and separate component of the classically observed
molecular outflows.
3. The CO excitation is thermal, up to and including CO 16–15,
whereas the water excitation is modeled. The 300 K compo-
nent is ubiquitous; one possible fundamental mechanism is
that CO cooling turns on and becomes particularly efficient
when H2 cooling ceases to be efficient. At this point CO takes
over and gradually brings down the temperature to ambient.
Model calculations are required, and in preparation, to test
this hypothesis.
4. The narrower line profile component is responsible for
the hotter component seen in the CO ladder, with
Trot ∼ 600−800 K. This component was first identified in
H2O line profiles. Based on the apparent velocity offsets and
the association with H2O, a PDR origin solely in UV-heated
cavity walls is ruled out; instead, an origin in dissociative
shocks, where the dissociation of the pre-shock gas is pro-
vided by UV radiation from the accreting protostar, is a more
likely explanation. If so, the hot part of the CO ladder traces
cooling molecular gas just prior to the onset of H2 forma-
tion. Again, model calculations are under way to verify this
hypothesis.
5. The CO ladder from J = 1–0 to J = 49–48 thus consists of at
least three distinct physical parts, all associated with the out-
flow. The cold <100 K component is the entrained outflow
gas typically seen in low-J CO lines from the ground. The
warm 300 K component is either shocks or the disk wind.
Finally, the hot 600–800 K component is distinct shocks.
Water is only found in the warm and hot components, not
the cold outflow. Ultraviolet radiation may still play a signif-
icant role on small spatial scales in the form of dissociating
envelope gas, but only on larger scales (1000 AU) is the ra-
diation an effective heating agent, as seen in the 13CO ladder
(Yıldız et al. 2012, 2015).
The observations presented here demonstrate the power of, and
the necessity for, velocity resolution for interpreting emission
from complex systems such as low-mass protostars. Further-
more, they open a window for characterizing the more energetic
part of low-mass protostellar evolution. Several open questions
still remain: if H2O is photodissociated, is the atomic oxygen
abundance consistent with the inferred H2O abundance? Does
H2O and high-J CO emission predominantly trace currently en-
trained outflow material, or does emission originate in a disk
wind, or something else? The next step in understanding the en-
ergetics will be to find suitable tracers observable with facilities
such as ALMA, where the enormous increase in spatial resolu-
tion will pinpoint exactly where these processes occur.
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Appendix A: Observational details
Observing times and Herschel obsid’s are provided in Table A.1, as are the rms values as measured in 1 km s−1 channels.
Figure A.1 shows the Gaussian fits to each line profile, where the fit parameters are listed in Table A.2. Figure A.2 shows the
parameter space spanned by the different components. Figures A.3 and A.4 show the CO 16–15 CO 10–9, and H2O 110–101 line
profiles overplotted on one another for each source.
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Fig. A.1. CO 16–15 spectra toward all observed sources. The source velocity is marked with a red dashed line in each panel and the baseline is
shown in green. The best-fit Gaussian decomposition is overlaid in red, with individual Gaussian components shown in gray. The velocity scale
in the L1448, BHR71, and L1157 spectra is from –100 to +100 km s−1. Ser-SMM4 is not decomposed into Gaussian functions because it appears
entirely triangular.
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Table A.1. Observation details.
Source obsid tint rms Program
(min) (mK)
L1448-MM 1342249001 31 57 OT2_lkrist01_2
N1333-IRAS2A 1342249004 92 42 OT2_lkrist01_2
N1333-IRAS4A 1342249003 31 83 OT2_lkrist01_2
N1333-IRAS4B 1342249002 20 93 OT2_lkrist01_2
BHR71 1342252148 20 125 OT2_lkrist01_2
IRAS 15398 1342249655 45 58 OT2_lkrist01_2
VLA1623 1342251069 45 63 OT2_lkrist01_2
L483 1342252166 60 52 OT2_lkrist01_2
Ser-SMM1 1342218494 50 56 KPGT_evandish_1
Ser-SMM4 1342252164 60 58 OT2_lkrist01_2
Ser-SMM3 1342252165 60 48 OT2_lkrist01_2
B335 1342245314 40 63 OT2_lkrist01_2
L1157 1342246025 40 66 OT2_lkrist01_2
L1489 1342249643 60 50 OT2_lkrist01_2
L1551-IRS5 1342249648 40 68 OT2_lkrist01_2
TMR1 1342249649 60 52 OT2_lkrist01_2
HH46 1342210792 71 46 GT1_abenz_1
DK Cha 1342201659 61 53 KPGT_evandish_1
GSS30-IRS1 1342251067 31 73 OT2_lkrist01_2
Elias29 1342251071 20 110 OT2_lkrist01_2
Oph-IRS44 1342251068 31 79 OT2_lkrist01_2
RCrA-IRS5A 1342253826 31 68 OT2_lkrist01_2
RCrA-IRS7C 1342244583 15 180 OT2_lkrist01_2
RCrA-IRS7B 1342244584 15 120 OT2_lkrist01_2
Notes. Integration times are on+off. The rms is measured in 1 km s−1 channels.
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Fig. A.2. Parameter space spanned by the various Gaussian components identified and labeled in Table A.2.
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Fig. A.3. CO 16–15 (red) and 10–9 (blue) line spectra for all 19 sources where both data sets are available shown individually. The spectra have
been rebinned to 3 km s−1 channels. The vertical dotted line is for 0 km s−1 and the horizontal dashed line is for the baseline. Both spectra have
been scaled for clarity, with the scaling factor shown in each plot.
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Fig. A.4. H2O 110–101 (blue) and CO 16–15 (red) line profiles for all sources shown individually. The spectra have been rebinned to 3 km s−1
channels. The central 2 km s−1 have been masked out because of self-absorption in the H2O line, and are not shown. The vertical dotted line is for
0 km s−1 and the horizontal dashed line is the baseline. Both the H2O and CO spectra have been scaled for clarity, with the scaling factor shown in
each plot.
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Table A.2. Gaussian fits to each line profile.
Free fitc Mottram fitd
Source 3sourcea Comp.b 3peak FWHM T
peak
MB
∫
TMBd3 3peak FWHM T
peak
MB
∫
TMBd3
(km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (K) (K km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (K) (K km s−1)
L1448-MM 5.2 B 16.0 54.8 0.16 9.24 16.8 44.6 0.18 8.73
O −43.4 30.5 0.23 7.60 −41.8 39.8 0.26 11.2
O 58.8 15.4 0.31 5.12 59.6 23.0 0.25 6.06
N1333-IRAS2A 7.7 B 8.1 6.8 0.44 3.18 8.0 4.8 0.36 1.83
O −16.8 28.0 0.10 2.92 −5.0 39.9 0.09 3.97
O 15.2 18.4 0.13 2.61 11.5 13.7 0.17 2.47
N1333-IRAS4A 7.2 O 0.3 11.6 0.31 3.77 −0.8 9.9 0.48 5.05
B/O 4.1 31.8 0.43 14.7 8.4 18.0 0.22 4.28
B 9.9 41.4 0.21 9.06
N1333-IRAS4B 7.4 O 6.2 4.1 0.72 3.11 . . . . . . . . . . . .
B 7.7 19.5 1.05 21.9 8.0 24.8 0.78 20.6
BHR71 −4.4 O −67.8 17.9 0.19 3.64 −57.4 59.0
O −27.1 37.0 0.23 9.26
B −6.3 6.4 0.82 5.56 −8.4 6.4
IRAS 15398 5.1 B 5.4 10.1 0.43 4.65 −0.4 16.4
VLA1623 2.8 O 0.9 7.1 0.73 5.55
B 2.2 28.1 0.10 2.99
L483 5.2 B 2.8 12.2 0.27 3.50 3.2 18.5
N 4.3 3.2 0.34 1.16
Ser-SMM1 8.5 O 10.2 10.6 0.82 9.27
O 5.9 7.9 2.95 24.9
B 6.1 19.8 1.91 40.3
Ser-SMM4e 8.0 ?
Ser-SMM3 7.6 O 1.1 15.6 0.22 3.64
O 16.0 13.9 0.27 3.93
B335 8.4 B 6.5 31.8 0.12 4.00 9.9 4.2 0.12 0.52
7.9 40.9 0.09 3.75
L1157 2.6 O −13.2 55.5 0.11 6.65
B 1.1 5.9 0.17 1.10
L1489 7.2 B 6.1 9.8 0.41 4.25 3.7 20.0
L1551-IRS5 6.2 B 3.4 14.9 0.36 5.76
N 6.1 3.6 0.86 3.13 6.7 4.3
TMR1 6.3 B 4.8 5.5 1.00 5.90
HH46 5.2 B 4.6 6.5 0.16 1.08 10.5 23.5
DK Cha 3.1 O –15.5 31.7 0.13 4.24
N 2.3 4.8 0.76 3.87 3.5 4.5 0.60 2.87
GSS30-IRS1 3.5 B 0.8 11.4 0.89 10.8 2.2 14.5 1.04 16.1
N 1.8 4.0 1.51 6.47 3.0 2.6 1.17 3.24
Elias29 4.3 N 4.5 4.5 1.16 5.55 5.2 13.5 1.98 28.4
B 4.1 9.6 1.80 18.4
Oph-IRS44 3.5 N 3.5 5.3 1.14 6.39
B 3.5 13.8 1.36 19.9
RCrA-IRS5A 5.7 B 4.9 7.8 0.70 5.81
RCrA-IRS7C 5.5 N 4.8 5.4 4.46 25.4
B 5.0 11.1 2.83 33.4
RCrA-IRS7B 5.9 N 5.7 4.7 2.55 12.9
B 4.7 10.3 0.87 9.49
Notes. (a) Source velocity, from Yıldız et al. (2013). (b) Component identifier: B is for the broad cavity shock component, O for the offset spot
shock component, and N for the narrow shock component; see Table 1 for details. (c) Gaussian fit where all parameters are left free. (d) Gaussian
fit where the values of 3peak and FWHM are from Mottram et al. (2014). (e) This profile is not decomposed into Gaussians because the profile is
triangular.
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